Assignment 8

The due date for submitting this assignment is passed.

Note: Choose correct options. More than one answer may be correct. All questions carry 2 marks.

1.Premature delivery of babies can be avoided by
   -increasing the acidity of the milk
   -decreasing the acidity of the milk
   -increasing the fat content of the milk
   -decreasing the fat content of the milk
   [2 points]

2. Printing of cotton fabric with machine ink is accomplished only if it is
   -permanent with water resistant
   -permanent with water soluble
   -waterproof with water soluble
   -waterproof with water resistant
   [2 points]

3. Cotton is preferred for direct printing because of its
   -fibrous structure
   -non-fibrous structure
   -loose structure
   -tight structure
   [2 points]

4. The ink viscosity that best adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

5. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

6. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

7. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

8. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

9. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
   -true
   -false
   [2 points]

10. The ink viscosity that adheres to the fabric is:
    -true
    -false
    [2 points]